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Michelin regional maps each contain practical road and route information. Special Michelin

reads-like-a-book format for easy use in folding and unfolding. Useful information for planning trips,

including gas stations, 24-hour service stations, toll gates, rest areas and service plazas. Clear,

precise cartography. Icons pinpoint important travel information.
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We got this map because it's hard to see the "big picture" when you are flipping around in an atlas -

especially when you are doing a multi-state road trip. Some complain that it is too big - but I love it -

I'm not planning to use this in the car, I'm planning to use this at the picnic table where I can lay out

a plan. Also, a BIG plus for me - this listing says it's a 2012 map, which I was not thrilled with - but

we got a 2016 map instead!

Huge - but okay to fold and had the area I needed for detailed trip planning

I needed a map to put on the wall to plot out our next several trips out West. This worked out great

for that purpose. I may or may not take it with me on the actual trip though. You can only put so

much detail on a map that covers that much country.

As described.



I'm super excited to add this map to our emergency kit! It really reduces the amount of maps that I

have in our bags and encompasses all the areas I'm likely to travel regularly. I will be buying the

central and eastern maps down the line, just to have all my bases covered because we move

around a lot.

We are taking a long driving trip through many of the states of the West. We're very familiar with

most of these states area and wanted a map that combined showing all the states with a significant

amount of detail. As other reviewers have mentioned, it folds out to a very large size which would

make it difficult to use in the car, but is excellent for route planning. When combined with state maps

and possibly maps covering fewer states such as Michelin's map of the Four Corners state (Arizona,

New Mexico, Colorado and Utah) you should be able to easily plan your trips.

Not really enough detail for what we needed.

A wonderful map, it clearly does what many maps do not, it has the details of city borders, road

systems, and even smaller towns well projected. I love maps and would highly rate this map over

any others of the kind.
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